The study aims to arrange the problem by the aging progress of the detached housing estates, and to consider the solution for the problem. Case studies in KANI City, two housing estates with different convenience of public traffic are extracted. The questionnaire survey is executed with two housing estates, and the living consideration according to the age hierarchy is understood.
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A STUDY ON THE SITUATION OF LIVING CONCIDERATION IN DETACHED HOUSING ESTATES BY AGING AND LOCATION
�A Case study in KANI City� ���� �� * ���� �� ** Naoki HASEGAWA , Hiroshi SUZUKI
The study aims to arrange the problem by the aging progress of the detached housing estates, and to consider the solution for the problem. Case studies in KANI City, two housing estates with different convenience of public traffic are extracted. The questionnaire survey is executed with two housing estates, and the living consideration according to the age hierarchy is understood.
Moreover, the surveys of the questionnaire of two housing estates results are compared. As a result, the difference in the living consideration by the difference of convenience of public traffic is arranged. 
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